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TRADE LEADS: Global trade has rebounded sharply to above pre-pandemic levels and continues to surge as 1)
re-opening service sectors now stoke demand, 2) manufacturing bottlenecks are still being worked off, and 3) global
vaccination rates (10%) and lockdowns (50+ stringency index vs pre-pandemic 0) have long way to go. Trade growth
is forecast to grow 16% this year, near three times 5.5% GDP growth, despite the many disruptions still being seen.

MOST EXPOSED: Winners are those most exposed to the global trade and GDP recovery. The chart shows major
world economies by the ‘openness’ of their economies and stock markets versus global averages. Most benefited are
select Asian exporters and Europe (VGK). They led equity performance YTD, benefit from more trade growth, have
cheaper valuations and more GDP sensitive earnings. By contrast China, US, Japan are among the world’s largest
exporters but are ‘closed’ overall, with proportionately much bigger domestic-focused economies and stock markets.

CURRENCIES: We see modest USD weakness the rest of the year as international growth accelerates vs US, and
Fed cautious about raising interest rates. This will see other currencies strengthen. The ‘open’ economies currencies,
such as Euro (EUR), Swiss Franc (CHF) and Swedish Krona (SEK), have been flat or weaker vs the USD YTD, but
we see their policymakers sensitive to any significant strength that threatens export and corporate competitiveness.

BOTTLENECKS: Production and transport issues have boosted semiconductors and shipping. Big shippers Maersk
(MAERSKB.CO) and Hapag Lloyd (HLAG.DE) raised guidance, with some rates +485% yoy, and this ‘extraordinary’
situation seen lasting. Similarly making chips ‘is not rocket science - it’s more difficult,’ helping Intel (INTC), Samsung
(SMSN.L), TSMC (TSM). Minerals and pharma led the trade rebound, with energy and transport equipment weak.

TODAY: Focus on US inflation, with Fed’s favoured core PCE measure due. Estimates for a pickup to 2.9% yoy rate
vs March’ 1.8%. The Fed has been successful at persuading the market that this prices spike is largely transitory, and
long-term inflation expectations and US 10-yr bond yields have eased back, supporting equities and the tech sector.
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